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QUESTION 1

A user mentons that they are unable to migrate a virtual machine, but the user is able to power down and power on the
virtual machine. The opton to migrate is grayed out. When inspectng the user\\'s roles and permissions, which two
setngs would cause this problem? (Choose two.) 

A. The user has read-only rights to the virtual machine. 

B. The user is part of a user group that has the privilege to migrate virtual machines. 

C. The user does not have administraton privileges. 

D. The user\\'s permissions does not allow the privilege to migrate virtual machines. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

A single ESXi host becomes disconnected from vCenter and will not reconnect. When troubleshootng, you remove the
host from vCenter and it will not rejoin. You contact Support and are asked to upload the vmsupport bundle from the
host for review. The host does not have connectvity to a shared data store, but you can SSH into the host. Which
procedure would you use to generate and retrieve the vm-support bundle? 

A. In vCenter, Click the File Export Export System Logs, select the desired host, select the components and
performance data, browse to the download locaton, and select Finish to complete. 

B. From the console session, run the vm-support -f -w vmfsvolumesDATASTORE_NAME command. 

C. Launch a streaming SSH session using the ssh root@ESXHostnameOrIPAddress vm-support s vmsupport-
Hostname.tgz command. 

D. Use the vSphere Web Client and connect to the host using htpsusernamevCenterFQDNcgibinvmsupport.cgi. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

You are working with a customer to enable VMware Fault Tolerance on a number of virtual machines and you encounter
the error shown below on one of them. The Fault Tolerance confguraton of the entty SalesVM has an issue Fault
Tolerance not supported by host hardware What is the cause for this error? 

A. Fault Tolerance requires that the hosts for the primary and secondary virtual machines use the same type of CPU. 

B. This virtual machine is on a host that is not in a vSphere HA cluster or it has had vSphere HA disabled. 

C. Fault Tolerance is only supported on specifc processors and BIOS setngs with Hardware Virtualizaton enabled. 

D. The virtual machine is running VMI kernel and is paravirtualized. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

A vSphere cluster is presented a large number of data stores with similar sizes and capabilites for a virtual machine.
The customer asks how to handle virtual machine placement and lower operatonal overhead. How should the customer
proceed? 

A. Dedicate and provision data stores on a per VM basis. 

B. Use Powerpath VE for mult-path data store access. 

C. Leverage storage vMoton for VM placement. 

D. Create a data store cluster and leverage storage DRS. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A user must be granted a virtual machine administrator role on all hosts with the ability to only take 

snapshots of VM1 on ESXi02. 

Which two steps are required to accomplish this task? (Choose two.) 

A. At the vCenter level, add the user to the virtual machine administraton role. 

B. From each vSphere host, assign the user to the virtual machine administraton role, and ensure all privileges have
been granted. 

C. At the virtual machine level, ensure the ability to take snapshots is allowed, and all other privileges are unselected on
VM1. 

D. At the host and cluster level, ensure the ability to take snapshots is allowed, and all other privileges are unselected
on VM1. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 6

According to the VCE Logical Build guide, which command would you use to install the Cisco FNIC driver using the
vSphere CLI in ESXi 5.0? 

A. vihostupdate.pl 

B. vicfg-vmknic 

C. vicfg-nics 

D. esxtop 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 7

You are implementng 32 new UCS B230 M3 blades into an existng Vblock System with 16 blades. Afer 

powering the new blades on, and migratng them to the Cisco Nexus 1000V, you notce that half of the new 

blades no longer respond to any network trafc. 

What is the cause? 

A. There is insufcient vSphere licensing to license the new hosts. 

B. There is insufcient Cisco licensing to license the new hosts. 

C. The network drivers need to be updated. 

D. The Cisco Nexus 1000V is limited to 32 hosts. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Actve Directory (AD) is integrated on host ESXi01. You want to give some users an administrator role. To which group
should the users be added? 

A. the ESX Admins group 

B. the Server Admin Actve Directory group 

C. the ESX group 

D. the Admins group 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

You power on a Vblock System 320 and look at the Maps tab of an ESXi server in vCenter\\'s Hosts And 

Clusters view and see an ESXi server with a red "x" over it. 

What is causing the ESX server problem? 

A. The server has crashed. 

B. The server is an unsuitable candidate for migraton. 

C. The data store is out of space. 

D. The server is rebootng. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

What is the default URL for VMware Web services? 

A. htpslocalhostt443 

B. htpslocalhost4443 

C. htpslocalhost8443 

D. htplocalhost8444 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

In which document would you fnd informaton regarding issues encountered with sofware revisions? 

A. VCE Vblock Administraton Guide 

B. VCE Release Certfcaton Matrix 

C. VCE Release Notes 

D. VCE Logical Build Guide 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

You are testng DRS as part of the Vblock System 320 deployment and have placed the ESXi server into 

Maintenance mode. Afer several minutes, the ESXi server has not completed the transiton into 

Maintenance mode. 

Which two actons should you perform? (Choose two.) 

A. Manually shut down the VMs when you put an ESXi server into Maintenance mode. 

B. Verify that DRS is in fully automatc mode. 

C. Verify VMware HA is confgured because DRS requires it to transiton the VMs. 

D. Verify vMoton is properly confgured because DRS requires it to transiton operatonal VMs. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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QUESTION 13

Your vSphere environment has two virtual machines confgured to use the same VLAN and subnet. The 

hosts in the cluster are set up to use one DV switch. You want to ensure that the VMs communicate 

properly on the network and with each other regardless which host they use. 

Which acton will accomplish this task? 

A. Consult with your network team to ensure that the ESXi hosts use common routers and switches in your data center
environment. 

B. Ensure the ESXi hosts load balancing policy is confgured to route based on source mac hash. 

C. Ensure the ESXi hosts load balancing policy is confgured to route based on the originatng virtual port ID 

D. The vNic DVPort group must be confgured to be the correct setng on both virtual machines for the VLAN they are
using. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

You want to reset hardware sensors in the vSphere client connected to vCenter. Which statement describes how to
accomplish this task? 

A. From the Hosts and Clusters view select a host, select the Hardware Status tab, and select the Reset sensors buton. 

B. From the Hosts and Clusters view select a host, select the Summary tab, select the Reset sensors buton. 

C. Select a virtual machine on the host, install the VMware tools, and reboot the host. 

D. Hardware status can only be reset from the command line. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

vSphere high availability has been confgured on a host cluster containing four hosts. All virtual machines 

reside on Host 1 and Host 2. You want to ensure virtual machines will automatcally be migrated to atain 

the best use of resources. 

In the GUI, which acton must be completed at the host cluster level to accomplish this task? 

A. Enable DPM. 

B. Enable Fault Tolerance. 

C. Enable vMoton. 
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D. Enable vSphere DRS. 

Correct Answer: D 
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